36 Guaranteed OTM-GE Semester Hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core OTM-GE Foundation Courses (at least 24 Hours)</th>
<th>Exploration OTM-GE Foundation Courses (up to 12 Hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*OTM Minimums:

- 3 hr: English Composition & Oral Communication
- 3 hr: Mathematics, Statistics and Logic
- 6 hr: Arts & Humanities (2 diff. disciplines)
- 6 hr: Social & Behavioral Sciences (2 different disciplines)
- 6 hr: Natural Sciences (as least 1 lab course)

12 Hours

Decided: OGTP (AS/AA)

(or)

Undecided (AA):
**GOAL: 12 exploration OTM-GE hours to help students lead to an area of interest**
Select from List Below

1. OTM-GE Arts & Humanities and Social & Behavioral Sciences (recommend relevant courses for areas of interest)
2. OTM-GE Second Writing (highly recommended)

*(some type of diversity course if not already completed)*

(or)

Undecided (AS):
**GOAL: 12 exploration OTM-GE hours to help students lead to an area of interest**

1. OTM-GE Mathematics and Natural Science (recommend relevant courses for areas of interest)
2. OTM-GE Second Writing (highly recommended)

*(some type of diversity course if not already complete)*

*Recommend to explore communication beyond oral communication to meet the needs of students in the 21st century*